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Editorial
Peace and blessings,
brothers and sisters. Once again,
BLACKWORLD Newspaper returns
to disseminate news and information to the campus community. This
edition of BLACKWORLD focuses
on Black love. However, the
editorial staff would like to take this
time to recognize the importance of
love for all people of color. In its
time-honored tradition,
BLACKWORLD commits itself to
unifying all cultures of our rich and
diverse Diaspora. Only through

unbiased alliances can people of
color overcome the multitude of
obstacles that impede our progress.
And yes-yes, we have
struggled. For a period of time,
inactivity plagued BLACKWORLD.
Other clubs and organizations on
campus have also had their fair
share of problems. Last issue
featured an article on the Destiny
club, that currently sits on the brink
of dissipation. Lack of interest and
motivation has all but doomed
Destiny. We must make a con-

certed effort to salvage this important dub; to ensure a ceremony that
recognizes the accomplishments of
graduating students of color.
BLACKWORLD would also
like to take this opportunity to
congratulate the dedicated board
responsible for organizing the ninth
annual Black History Month semiformal. The colorful sights and vivid
sounds, in combination with an
elegant setting, made the night a
success. The large assemblage of
students of color restores my faith in
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unity; a principal pertinent to future
successes and gains of our people.
And yes-yes, we have made
gains. Nonetheless, we cannot
settle and become complacent. The
young leaders of today must continue to carry the burden of struggle
inherited from ages ago. We must
continue to learn, to love, and to
grow with each new experience.
We must continue...
Daniel Hartley - Creative Arts Editor

Discussions on Black Love
ness of unity developing with the
Kerah Williams. Junior,
different groups and people.
Social Sciences Interdisciplinary major.
AS A SINGLE PERSON, ARE YOU
Kerah is a single Black female who is
LOOKING FOR SOMEONE TO
not currently involved with anyone:
SHARE YOUR CONCEPT OF
WHAT COMES TO MIND WHEN
LOVE WITH?
YOU THINK OF BLACK LOVE?
Sure. But if we're going to
I think it has to do with the
talk about love among Black people, I
historical perspective from slaves up
have to say that there are a lot of Black
until now and all of the trials and
men who are intimidated with an
tribulations we've faced in between.
articulate and intelligent Black woman.
Black Love has to do with our spiritual
Because of their own insecurities, they
connection as a people. The thought of
can not enjoy and appreciate the Black
love in our western society seems to be
woman's magnificence.
misconstrued and wrapped up in a
I need someone who is
fantasy that takes precedence over
conscious. Someone who has an urbane
spirituality. Black Love, however,
intellectual landscape...meaning, they're
revolves around a collective of what we
have gone through and experienced as a flexible, yet have a certain charisma.
Chris Casey. Freshman,
people.
Philosophy major. Chris is a gay Black
DID YOU SEE YOUR CONCEPT
male who acknowledges being "out"
OF LOVE PORTRAYED IN THE
and exclusively dating men for the past
MEDIA OR ADVERTISING THIS
year and a half:
PAST VALENTINES DAY?
WHAT COMES TO MIND WHEN
No. Any "concept" of love
YOU THINK OF BLACK LOVE?
should be associated with compassion
I think that just generally,
because love is an emotion that runs
are, at least certain
Black
people
deep to the soul. I'm not saying it's bad
community, learning
of
the
sections
to receive roses or chocolate but I don't
about how to truly love
and
more
more
personally celebrate Valentines Day. So
are growing as a
We
themselves.
much emphasis is placed on that DAY
have the same
no
longer
and
but what about the other 364 days of the people
burdening us
"things"
societal
kind
of
year. It's silly to validate that one day.
we
are not
that
us
feel
make
that
DO YOU SEE BLACK LOVE AT
we are
now,
.and
slowly,
worthy..
STONY BROOK?
Yes, more and more each day,
beginning to realize that we are worthy
human beings and have things in our
more people are becoming cognizant of
lives that are worth the physical,
awareis
an
that
there
our past. I feel

emotional and romantic love and energy
of Black people. Black love is getting
better, stronger and it's very healthy.
HOW DO YOU SEE BLACK LOVE
IN THE GAY COMMUNITY?
In the gay community, Black
love is similar for men, I can't really
speak for Black women, but for Black
men that are gay, it's kind of an "us
against the world thing." Because we
are against the forces of racism, both
within our own community and then the
constrains of societal racism and just
homophobia in general. So, it's very
strong and quite resilient. Most of the
Black, gay men that I know have been
involved with their lovers for quite a
long time, which is pretty different from
when Black men date other white men
or Asian men, simply because there are
so many things that we have to go up
against. I find that the love tends to be
stronger and more supportive.
DID YOU SEE YOURSELF OR
YOUR CONCEPT OF BLACK
LOVE PORTRAYED IN THE
MEDIA THIS PAST VALENTINES
DAY?
I don't really think so because
Valentines day was originally an Italian,
Catholic holiday and the Italian Americans brought it to America and broader,
white America took it under their
cultural traditions. I think that it has
definitely spread throughout most of
today's society, but I don't think that you
should designate one day to love

someone and I don't think that you have
to celebrate one day with some one that
you are involved with sexually or
romantically.
DO YOU SEE BLACK
LOVE AT STONY BROOK?
Well, that's funny because I
don't see a lot of couples together. I
guess there are a lot more within some
of the cultural clubs with African
Americans. But as far as Black, gay
males are involved, the Black, gay male
population here at Stony Brook is very
small. So, you know everyone is in
everyone else's business. But I think
our love is comparable with what goes
on with the campus as a whole.
ARE YOU LOOKING FOR
SOMEONE TO FULFILL YOUR
CONCEPT OF BLACK LOVE
WITH?
I was seeing someone in
LGBTA but because this is my first
semester at Stony Brook, I was finding
that the two were not working out. I'm
really in college to better my life, so if
something happens, something will.
And if it doesn't, I'm not going to
worry about it.
Brenza Bradford. Senior,
Social Sciences Interdisciplinary major.
Brenza is differently able as a result of a
car accident almost ten years ago and
utilizes a wheelchair.
WHAT COMES TO MIND
WHEN YOU THINK OF BLACK
LOVE?

Continued on next page
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Continued trom front pagel
people would say on campus." This
female went on to explain that she feels
isolated here on campus, even from
LGBTA because there aren't any other
Black females for her to relate to. So,
where is the love for this Sister? She
feels "uncomfortable" expressing
herself to her own people. In addition
to this female, two other gay Black
men also declined for this interview.
One, because his parents still do not
know of his sexual lifestyle and the
other because he was, "uncomfortable
with his picture being all over campus."

So, with these things in mind,
I embarked on this article,"Discussions
on Black Love," in an attempt to "find
Black Love." In my attempt to "find
Black Love," I tried to gather a diverse
and all-inclusive representation of the
various lifestyles of Black people on
campus. The photo on the cover of this
issue is the result of my efforts: a
single Black female, a gay Black male,
a monogamous couple, two parents and
a disabled person. The gay Black
female that I contacted declined
because she was, "afraid of what

in the past, as well as those
insidious things which continue to
plague us, Black people have survived
in this ever changing world by clinging
to the only constant thing that we
possess...our ability to love each other.
Black Love.
But in today's culture, where
some Blacks blindly vote Republican,
vehemently discredit Affirmative
Action and think that Clarence Thomas
is a "role model," Black Love is
thought to be dead or that, it has never
really existed at all.

Again, what is this saying about Black
Love? A child afraid to express himself
because he is afraid of those who gave
him life, while yet another Black person
who feels "uncomfortable to express
themselves" on campus. How revolutionary, intellectual or "down" are we,
when we can't even show some love to
our own Brothers and Sisters?
Black people come in a myriad
of sizes, shapes and colors. We need to
love and respect them all. Consider the
times Brothers and Sisters, if we don't
love each other, then who will? Preserve Black Love!

Defining Black Love
Love between a Black man and
a Black woman. Not physical love but
true love; spiritual love.
DO YOU SEE BLACK
LOVE AT STONY BROOK?
No. Absolutely not. No one
knows how to act anymore. No one
knows how to communicate anymore.
People want to fight or cause problems
or try to out do each other and it's really

not necessary.
ARE YOU LOOKING FOR SOMEONE TO SHARE YOUR CONCEPT
OF BLACK LOVE WITH?
I'm in a relationship right now.
I think it may be love. But I take the
word "love" very seriously. It's looking
like it may be.
DID YOU SEE YOURSELF
OR YOUR CONCEPT OF BLACK
LOVE REPRESENTED IN THE
MEDIA THIS PAST VALENTINES
DAY?
Absolutely not. I didn't see
myself at all. Valentines Day didn't
include Black people...it included hearts
and candy and a typically Eurocentric
point of view. But I didn't see myself at
all. If you see a "media representation"
of a disabled person, they usually have
such a small disability that you can't
even tell, it's more of a tokenism than
anything. And as far a having Black
disabled...forget it, it's not even an issue
with the media. The only way for Black
people to be portrayed as disabled is:
shot, hit by a car or an illness. I treated
the day differently because it was not'
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out African culture, then we can begin
to bring out more of that love in us.
One of the reasons why there is not
enough love presently in our community is because we are trying to operate
and function within another persons
culture...one that is devoid of love and
compassion.
Izola: Black Love and
Valentines Day don't even "fit.!"
Because Black Love is something that
has been robbed from us ever since they
put us on the boat with jesus, with a

sharing and how their love is the same
as my ancestors and how that Love
now thrives in me and my soul and runs
through my veins, so that I may pass it
on to my baby one day or to another
little brother or sister on the street or to
my boyfriend or to another sister or
even back to my mom and dad or a
friend...Black Love is unique, no other
race can share in it except for me and
my own because there is this unseen
spiritual connection that we all share.
Black Love is universal.
Louis: When I think of Black
Love, I think of Unconditional. I think
of my mother immediately. I could
come home with any body, someone
that she may not even like, someone
white, Asian...any body and I can still
"get love." No matter how much the
media mat try to attack me or the world

Yes and no. It's still love but
LL

Black people celebrate "Valentines
Day" or love all the time, we're always
loving each other. That's one reason
why when we understand more about

existence. The experiences that have
been passed on and love that was spread
from generation to generation, from
Africa to over here in America where
we are now displaced. I also think of
the Black Love that my parents were

I'm seeing showing me how much they
care.
DID "LOVE" CHANGE
FOR YOU AFTER YOUR ACCIDENT?

i

a set day to celebrate "love." I think

this world before I even came into

about gifts, it was about the person that

I

persecute me, when I go inside my
home, I can still get love. And that is
unconditional.
DID YOU SEE YOURSELF OR
YOUR CONCEPT OF BLACK
LOVE REPRESENTED IN THE
MEDIA THIS PAST VALENTINES
DAY?
Louis: Not at all. I think that
[Valentines Day] is a silly holiday
invented by Europeans to try and
imitate something that they do not have
naturally in their culture. Because if it
was in your culture, you wouldn't need

often times it becomes mixed in with, "I
feel so sorry for her, she didn't deserve
that," I guess it's pity. You know, it's a
combination of both [love and pity]. I
do "understand" where people are
coming from but I take the love and
leave the pity behind.
Louis Woods, a Junior,
Africana Studies major and Izola
Miller, a junior majoring in biology,
psychology and music. These two have
been seeing each other in a monogamous relationship for four months.
WHAT DO YOU THINK OF
WHEN YOU THINK OF BLACK
LOVE?
Izola: The first thing that
comes to my mind when I think of
Black Love is all the centuries of my
ancestors that still exist and thrive in

Continued from previous page
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lower "j"and ripped our mothers and
fathers and teachers and cousins from
us. They don't like to show Black Love
in the media other than on Jenny Jones
or Ricky Lake with Black people doing
modem day minsteralcy or
cooning...that's the Black Love they
want to see, They want to see "how I'm
cheating on my man and I'm on welfare
with 10 babies and a crack addict...
that's the media image of Black Love.
Or they would like to see me because
I'm an educated woman, I'm with a
white man because all Black men are
"dogs." That's the "black love" I saw
represented on Valentines Day.
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Stacy Harris, a senior, Social
Sciences Interdisciplinary major and
Andre English, a senior Africana
Studies major are the proud parents of
nearly two year old Jabari Akin English.
WHAT DO YOU THINK OF
WHEN YOU THINK OF BLACK
LOVE?
Stacy: I think of relationships
with men and women, well, relationships of all kinds really in today's
society.
Andre: Black Love is having
trust in your partner and being faithful
despite any obstacles that may come
your way. It's about being responsible
to each other and dedicated to working
things out.
DID YOU SEE YOURSELF
OR YOUR CONCEPT OF BLACK
LOVE REPRESENTED IN THE
MEDIA THIS PAST VALENTINES
DAY?
Stacy: Are you kidding?
Definitely not!
Andre: No. Basically,
Valentines Day is the second Christmas;
it's the first "big" holiday of the fiscal
year and it makes sure all the businesses
can make enough money for the year.
HAS BEING A PARENT
CHANGED YOUR PRIOR CONCEPTS OF LOVE?
Stacy: It has made me
understand and appreciate love, true
love that is, a lot more. I can't really
explain the bond I share with my child
but it's beautiful.

Andre: It is hard to explain
unless you are a parent but there no
stronger love than the love you have for
your child...it's on a different level.
Even the love that Stacy and I have for
each other is not even comparable to
that love you have for your own child.
You want to do more things so that your
child has a brighter future.
~L1~B~tl
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It's About Time
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In November of 1996, seniors
Alicia Leonard and Jamel Thomas made
history by becoming Stony Brooks first
Black, Homecoming King and Queen
crowned at the same time. Since the
jubilation and excitement of their
coronation during last years football
game, however, their reign has been a
disappointment.
Disappointing because the
University has failed to utilize or
acknowledge them. Both Alicia and
Jamel are extremely active and involved
seniors on campus and in the community. Both play pivotal roles in organizations such as CSO, Black History
Month Semi-Formal Committee,
COCA, youth mentoring programs, and
Big Brothers and Big Sisters...to only
name a brief few. Their dedication and
giving spirit is unrivaled. Yet, as the
"chosen representatives of the University," they have not even met the
University president. They received no
compensation from the University for
winning their "prestigious" titles...not
free passes to Staller, a t-shirt, a
scholarship, a discount at the bookstore,
nada! While they did receive a few
lines of documentation last fall in
another campus publication, unlike
previous years, the story did not include
photos of the King and Queen. This
article will be the first to contain
photos. Perhaps, in the wake of new,
multi-million dollar buildings, administrations only task forces making
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decisions about students and grandiose
stop & shop plans, the upper echelon
here has forgotten about what matters
most at the State University of New
York at Stony Brook - Students.
Alicia Leonard is an Econom-

ics major and Africana Studies minor,
while Jamel Thomas is an Interdisciplinary Studies major, with a concentration
in Business and Sociology. Both will
graduate from Stony Brook this May.

Jamel tells BLACKWORLD, 'That in
retrospect, I still view being selected
Homecoming King as an honor but I
thought that there would be more tasks
and duties to accomplish. I never
wanted to be just a figure head." Alicia
echoes some of the same sentiments by
stating, "I am kinda disappointed in the
whole concept here [at USB]. Most
universities and schools take great pride
in the Homecoming title because we
supposedly do represent the school."
Recently, Jamel and Alicia met
with Cheryl Chambers, the Associate
Director of Student Union and Activities, to express their views concerning
their status as King and Queen. While
Ms. Chambers explained that the
University has not utilized the Homecoming King and Queen in a more
active capacity in the past, she ensured
Jamel and Alicia that there are indeed
plans in the works to remedy this gross
oversight in the future. Summing up
the situation, Jamel says, 'Things seem
to be looking up now. Everything takes
time, you know...and people have to
speak up for the things that they want
and Alicia and I are doing that now."
We apologize for the delay,
but at this time BLACKWORLD
proudly salutes the accomplishments of
Homecoming Queen, Alicia Leonard
and Homecoming King, Jamel Thomas.
May the future continue to bless you in
everything you do!

Meeting with the Minds:
Reintroducing Dr. Fred Preston
·C
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Dr. Fred Preston, the VicePresident of Student Affairs at Stony
Brook, occasionally looks at the campus
from his office window and quietly
hums a little Marvin Gaye: "Mercy,
mercy me, things sure ain't what they
used to be." As the senior administrator
(in terms of longevity) at the University,
with an outstanding sixteen year career,
Dr. Preston has indeed witnessed many
changes in the "way things used to be"
on campus. "One of the most dramatic
changes that I have witnessed while
here at Stony Brook has been the
overall change in the environment for
students, staff and administrators
working together here. Today, it's a lot
more positive. When I first arrived
here, there was a very negative environment and a lot of animosity between the
different groups. Do we still have our
differences? Sure. Students will highly
disagree at times with the direction that
we are taking or they will become
disgruntled when something that they
want to see does not materialize quickly
I
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enough.. .we have those disagreements
but the basic tone of the interaction is
just a lot more positive."
A few of the many projects
that Dr. Preston and his office are
currently involved with are: monitoring
the final repairs of the new Activities
Center, a newly formed campus
concerts committee that was designed to
upgrade the level of campus concerts
and a large endeavor to push for more
academic credit opportunities in
community service and service education programs. Dr. Preston is also
extremely proud of the recent collaboration between Student Affairs and the
I-
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School of Social Welfare which resulted
in the creation of a new degree program.
Dr. Preston started his undergraduate career as an Opera major at the
University of Hartford and pursued a
brief career as a professional vocalist.
He eventually went on to receive his
B.S. in Business Administration and
Marketing from the same university.
Dr. Preston obtained his Ph.D. from the
University of Massachusetts, School of
Education.
Throughout his prolonged
professional career here at Stony Brook,
Dr. Preston has found the experience of
'
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meeting and interacting with a student
when they first arrive here at USB as
freshmen and seeing that same person
grow and mature to graduate as a senior
to be the most rewarding and satisfying
aspect of his job. Dr. Preston also
readily praises the rich cultural and
ethnic diversity of the campus' student
population. However, diversity among
faculty and staff is another matter.
"Some people have heard me talking
about how tremendously diverse we are
when we are talking about students but
when we are talking about faculty and
staff, we're not so diverse." Dr. Preston
echoes a belief in President Kenney's
"pledge" to hire more minority faculty
and staff members. But Preston also
adds, "Over the years, even when we
have recruited some really outstanding
scholars, I don't think the campus has
put forth the kind of effort we need to
retain them. Clearly, the task for the
University is to not only recruit, but
retain outstanding African American
and Latino faculty."
'
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Faculty Voice
Vigil For Malcolm X

(from the Vigil for Malcolm X organized by Malik Sigma Psi
and Black Caucus, February 21, 1997)
By Joy A.I. Mahabir
The day has receded and the
night comes slowly, black light covers
the earth. It is therefore appropriate that
we gather here, at night, in the natural
black light to pay homage to our black
light, Malcolm X, El Hajj Malik ElShabazz.
For blackness was beautiful to
him. And freedom was his goal. "I
believe that it would be almost impossible to find anywhere in America a
black man who has lived further down
in the mud of human society than I
have; or a black man who has been any
more ignorant that I have been; or a
black man who has suffered more
anguish during his life than I have. But
it is only after the deepest darkness that
the greatest joy can come; it is only
after slavery and prison that the
sweetest appreciation of freedom can
come."

The struggle, the black
revolution, the black struggle, the
struggle of all oppressed peoples over
the world - we remember these
struggles tonight as we honor the one
who was willing to give his life to this
struggle.
We remember the long
revolution, still prevailing, begun over
the Atlantic middle passage, fought in
the New World: in the United States, in
the Caribbean, and Latin America, again
in the Old World: in Africa, in Asia. We
offer this Vigil as an emblem of
solidarity with the freedom fighters
today in the North the South the East
the West, in all the continents of the
world, in Asia, in Africa in the Caribbean, in North and South America - in
the urban and rural places of the Unites
States where capitalism rears its
irreligious and oppressive head.
The struggle is not over.
The struggle Malcolm X began
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is being carried out as we speak right
now, somewhere...
in a college campus where young black
students decide to dedicate themselves
to the revolutionary struggles begun by
their mothers and their fathers.
The struggle is being carried
out in some prison tonight where,
behind bars, a young person, like
Malcolm X is reading and acquiring the
knowledge necessary for the struggle...
This struggle, this long revolution, that
is our legacy and our right and our
promise to the future.
We dedicate this Vigil to the
struggle being continued by political
prisoners like Mumia Abu-Jamal and
Leonard Peltier, who will not be
destroyed by the repressive legal system
of the United Fascist States of
Amerikkka.
We dedicate this Vigil to the
struggle being carried out tonight by a
young peasant in Latin America: in

Mexico, who will face a firing squad
tomorrow morning because she refused
to let the US take over her land and sell
her people to multinational corporations.
The struggle begun by
Malcolm X is continued tonight in the
streets of Brooklyn, of Rio, of Haiti, of
Soweto, where on a night like this,the
black light, the enveloping night, hides
young insurgents from the searching
helicopter lights, that seek to kill, to
destroy those with the
audacity to stand up and fight.
We honor your struggle
tonight, El Hajj Malik EI-Shabazz. We
ask for your peaceful rest, from Allah,
the benficient, the merciful. We
continue your fight in faith and truth.
Surrendering yourself to Allah, you
became yourself, endlessly
Surrendering ourselves to the
revolutionary dream, we become
ourselves, endlessly.
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The August Wilson Drama
By Dr. Lenora Fulani
because of- this situation, Wilson
August Wilson is the most
recently has begun to advocate for a
successful African American playwright separatist approach to black profesof all times. He is well on his way
sional theaters, claiming that white
toward his goal of writing a play about
people cannot write roles of blacks,
African American life in each decade of
attacking "color blind casting," that is
the twentieth century. His works debut
the casting of blacks and other people of
at major Broadway theaters and over
color in roles, for example those written
the last decade he has been honored
by Shakespeare, that were not originally
repeatedly with Pulitzer, Drama Desk,
written for them. Wilson called for a
and Tony awards.
fully separate and exclusive black
Wilson's first Broadway hit,
professional theater.
and probably still his best known work,
He first made these separatist
is Ma Rainey 's Black Bottom, which
views public in a keynote address
premiered in 1985. The following year
delivered to the biennial national
he won America's most prestigious
conference of the Theater Communicaliterary honor, the Pulitzer Prize, for Joe tions Group, whose members are
Turner 's Come and Gone. He was
representatives of non-profit profesawarded the Pulitzer again in 1990 for
sional theaters around the country,
Fences, which starred James Earl Jones
where he asked that white-controlled
on Broadway. His most recent play is
government agencies, corporations and
Seven Guitars.
foundations which now fund white and
Ironically, while Wilson has
multicultural non-profit theaters around
been honored by the white-dominated
the country, bankroll separate black
theater establishment and is respected
theaters.
by the primarily white Broadway
Not surprisingly, Wilson's
theater audience, he is much less known views have found little support among
by ordinary black folks. Most of us
working black actors, dramatists and
don't get to see his plays. It's not
directors. They need to work in existing
surprising that Wilson would depend on
theaters to make a living and want the
mainly white producers to put on his
opportunity to perform more roles, not
plays and mainly white audiences to
less.
buy the tickets. They don't call
The theater establishment Broadway the "Great White Way" for
very white and very liberal - was also
nothing. In spite of - or perhaps,
stunned. Wilson found his most ardent
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opponent in Robert Brustein, former
head of the Yale Drama School, artistic
director of the American Repertory
Theater in Cambridge, Massachusetts,
and drama critic for The New Republic.
Their debate has been the debate
between two political/cultural positions
which have both failed the African
American community - liberalism and
cultural nationalism.
Wilson and Brustein held a
public debate last month before an
overflow crowd of theater artists at a
Broadway theater. Brustein insisted
that "things have changed" over 300.
years and particularly the last 30 for
black people. Wilson took on this
classically liberal and condescending
view. Brustein challenged Wilson to
put his plays where his mouth is by
premiering his next drama at an African
American theater. Wilson replied: "I
myself am personally a playwright. I am
not interested in starting a theater." His
response was greeted with boos.
What I find most disturbing
about this cultural debate is the extent to
which the black community has been
left out. How the Black community can
develop a sophisticated and popular
theater reflective of its history and
culture and relevant to the current
cultural, economic, political and social
circumstances in our country is a

serious question. We would hope that
August Wilson, who claims to represent
African American culture in the theater
world, would bring the African American community into the dialogue. So
far, he hasn't.
If Wilson is serious about
creating a viable, new black theater,
why isn't he talking to us? Why was
his debate with Brustein held at a Times
Square theater instead of the Apollo in
Harlem? Black "nationalists" and
"separatists" who speak (and present
their plays) to whites have, in my
opinion, little credibility as leaders,
cultural or otherwise. I urge Mr. Wilson,
who is one of America's greatest
playwrights, to speak to African
American people. I would be very
happy to provide Wilson with opportunities to present his position to and have
a dialogue with the black community.
Cultural nationalism is a
legitimate - although in my opinion,
misguided and ultimately hypocriticalresponse to the racism of American
society. While I disagree with Wilson's
separatism (especially a separatism
funded by white-dominated institutions), I think that it's important that the
black community be a place to dialogue
in an informed and intelligent way on
all the cultural and political options
open to us.
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"Unity Among People of Color"
Lauren Niles Speaks at the Black History Month Semi-Formal
The Ninth annual Black
History Month Semi-formal was the
best formal in recent memory. Brothers
and Sisters adorned in some of their
best regalia looked like Kings and
Queens. Peace, love and a good time
were the constant themes for the entire
evenings festivities.
The featured speaker of the
evening was Dr. Lauren Niles. In
addition to her Ph.D., Ms. Niles is also
an attorney and the founder of her own
management consulting firm, the Niles
Consulting Group. She also serves as
president of the group. Ms. Niles
credits her success to staying true to her
goals and keeping her faith in the things
that she believes in. 'There was a part
of me that always wanted to speak and
write and teach and say important
things to the world about justice issues

and I just never let go of those goals. I
always worked toward them. I never
gave up on thinking about it, wishing
about it, desiring it, dreaming about or
wanting it real bad."
As a Black woman climbing
the stairway of success, Ms. Niles
readily admits to having faced the
double-edged sword of racism and
sexism on more than one occasion. "I
certainly know what it feels like to be
only one of a few Black students in my
law classes and have people "surprised"
when I could answer a question right or
have white colleagues resent the fact
that I could write better than they could.
But compared to some of the things
other women have experienced, those
who have not achieved the level of
education that I have who make their
living by cleaning houses or office

buildings...compared to what they go
through every day, I can't say that I
have experienced a whole lot."
After the Semi-formal, Dr.
Niles was heading to Israel and Jordan
to speak to the press, women's groups
and university groups about the "issue
of cultural diversity in the United
States." Always ready to accept a
challenge, Ms. Niles welcomed the
chance to go abroad and exchange ideas
with the Jordanians and Israelis. She
feels that the trip will be an excellent
chance to gain insight into how these
two countries deal with their differences, as well as an opportunity to share
with them, "what we are going through
in this country."
Her stimulating speech during
the Semi-formal was on "Unity among
people of color." It consisted of three

vital and very relevant questions:
'What is the need for unity among
people of color? Why does there so
often, in so many circumstances, seem
to be such a lack of unity among people
of color? And finally, What can be
done to make us more unified?
Dr. Niles eloquently elaborated
on each question as the large ballroom
audience listened captively. But in her
final analysis, Dr. Niles relayed a
"simple solution" for the majority of the
problems that threaten people of color;
'We must begin to love ourselves and
break the mental shackles of low selfesteem and self-hatred. For it is only in
beginning to love ourselves that we will
be able to grow and love each other."
After these powerful words of
wisdom, the audience gave Dr. Niles a
rousing standing ovation.

Aesthetic Meeting Grounds, Segregation In the S.A.C.
Town Meeting Reveals All
By Tischelle George
it was essential that Kenny and the other building will generate.
'Will there be a GAP on
Center, which took seven years to
Kevin Kelly had more informembers of the panel seriously take the
campus?" 'Will the Commuter Student complete. Obtaining retail stores
when and how the
regarding
mation
students views into consideration when
through a "ground lease" will allow the
Lounge in the library be transformed
be
implemented into the
will
plan
meal
making their final decisions. Maylor
university to get funds to continue with
into a section of the Smithaven Mall?"
Student Activities Center's budget. He
These are questions that concerned
their Student Activities plans quicker,
asked President Kenny to make a
said F.S.A is considering opening the
students raised at the Town Meeting
pledge stating just that. President
than if they waited for state funding. A
held on February 19th, in the Union
ground lease enables either a profit or
Kenny, however, found the request to be S.A.C. to meal plan users during certain
hours, next semester. Since breakfast
Auditorium, which addressed the
non-for-profit organization to generate
insulting and unnecessary.
and dinner hours do not generate much
Speaking on the second topic
business and build facilities on campus.
Campus Village Proposal and food
cash, they may make these time slots
of food services issues in the Student
service issues in the Student Activities
The organization makes lease payments
available to meal card holders. This
Center.
Activities Center, were Dan Melucci,
to the university, and at the end of the
will not result in any additional cost to
long term lease the facilities become the Chair of the Food Services Planning
President Kenny, representathe meal plan, however, if the S.A.C.
Group and Kevin Kelly, Executive
property of the university. Retail stores
tives from the Faculty Student AssociaDirector of Faculty Student Association. accepts meal plan at all times there will
tion, Food Service Planning Committee, will be located in the basement of the
be an expected increase of around $200
library, where the bookstore now is.
The main issue addressed was why the
and University Library Administration
to the meal plan cost.
attended the Town Meeting to clarify
The bookstore will be moved to some
meal plan is not honored in the S.A.C.
One student suggested that
Melucci explained that the university
their stance on the two main topics, and
larger location. The rumor that sparked
the question of whether students would
would not be able to collect a signifito answer questions and consider
concern in many students was that retail
want to pay an extra amount of money
stores would be built in the Commuter
cant profit if the S.A.C. were open to
comments and suggestions by students.
to use their meal cards at the Student
Student Lounge on the ground floor of
meal plan users. Fixed costs, which
President Kenny began the
Activities Center for all dining hours,
consists of maintenance and labor for
the Melville Library. President Kenny
meeting with her view of the Campus
the Student Activities Center range from should be voted on referendum in the
Village Center. She thinks such a place
assured students that although she
500 to 600 thousand dollars. To include next elections. The panel agreed with
is necessary because, "we do not have
doesn't know where the bookstore will
this suggestion and said that they will
meal plans in that budget, would result
be relocated to, "nothing will be
any place that feels like the heart of
consider it. Other comments by
in cutting services, or possibly shutting
happenining to the Commuter Lounge."
campus." She wants to create an area
students revealed that they are disdown other dining halls. Throughout
for students with a sense of liveliness
She also mentioned that if the Compleased that faculty are the bulk of
the meeting students wanted to know
muter Lounge were moved, the new
and activity, where they can socialize
why were they being presented with this people who eat at the S.A.C, and that
with one another and enjoy the campus
location would provide the same
not honoring meal plans creates
information now, instead of at an earlier
amount of space that commuters have
scenery. The location of the proposed
segregation between the students who
date when their input could have
now.
Campus Village Center will be in the
are on meal plan and those that are not.
impacted the decisions made about the
Student comments and
area amongst the Student Activities
It is unclear what will come
Campus Village and the food services in
suggestions included having a CVSCenter, the Melville Library, and the
the S.A.C. Dan Melucci said the reason from this meeting. Will there be a
type pharmacy on campus, and a
Staller Center. Unknown to some, the
pharmacy under the library? Where
why F.S.A. waited until the Student
plan is already in progress. The outdoor centralized all-night diner. Keren
will the new bookstore be located?
Activities Center was about to open to
Zolotov, Polity President suggested,
patio-like tables in the Staller Pit and
These questions and many more need to
reveal that meal plan would not be
"utilizing existing space," referring to
outside the library, and the Friday night
be answered. The various planning
the gym and lap-top hook-up area in the accepted is that, "We had a moral
movies on Stallers big screen are parts
committees on this campus also need to
obligation to residents not to make
Student Activities Center. These are
of the plan that are already in effect.
have more student representation on
sudden changes in the middle of the
places where she thinks retail stores
Retail stores on campus are a
their panels. The views of a few select
academic year." The Spring '97
should be built; to make the S.A.C.
part of phase III of the Student Activistudents do not adequately represent the
semester will be a trial period to see
more user friendly. Polity Vice Presities plan. Phase I of the plan was the
views of the majority.
how much cash revenues the new
dent, Monique Maylor commented that
development of the Student Activities
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Euro-centric
Regurgitation

By Louis Woods
The westernized educational
system effects everyone differently. It
is specifically designed to cater to the
needs of certain individuals and most
importantly, to how those select few
learn (thi )n aI
tedi;,dc
.
-,
a di•.
u"
curricul

study of ffpweE
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children learn. This curriculum has
very rigid guidelines which produces
negative affects on the methods that.
teachers (professors) often use to
educate their students. The administrators help to develop the curriculum,
which puts limitations on the teachers.
So, if a teacher over steps their boundaries, it's likely that they will be fired.
This pressure of losing their job can
force teachers to use improper teaching
techniques. A perfect example of
incorrect teaching techniques can be
witnessed at any level in westernized
education. Teachers make no attempt to
adjust themselves or their teaching
methods to accommodate for the needs
of individual students (as a result of
fearing unemployment or failing to be
granted tenure). If a student can not
adjust to their particular "teaching
methods," then that student will be in
serious trouble. Western academia does
nothing but conform all students to its
own standards. One can not excel in
any European institute without thinking
like a European. It is impossible to
learn in their educational arenas without
thinking as they do. The alternative is
to either do poorly or fail. European
institutions force teachers to use one
narrow method of teaching which only
fits the needs of European children.
They study how their children learn and
force black children to alter their
learning styles to fit theirs. The soul
purpose of Western academia is to
conform the thinking of all it's members
(those who participate in it). This is
done to benefit the European establishment. They propagate a myth: that their
schools prepare majority people for the
'real world," when in actuality, all it
does is indoctrinate unaware black
people into thinking like a European.
Conversely, this process is also designed to better assimilate us into their
society. The "real world" that they are
referring to is better translated as a
European world, i.e., one that requires
the majority of people to rearrange their
thinking for the soul purpose of being
accepted by Europeans.
Well you can forget that! I
refuse to change my African perspective
(thinking) to accommodate them. I will
not be transformed into a linear thinking
individual. Why should I limit myself?
By changing our thought patterns from
circular to linear they are attempting to
limit our possibilities. They convince us
that there is only one method that we
can use to solve a problem. Think about
math classes: Don't most teachers have
_
I
-e
I

a problem with you using a different
method to solve a desired problem?
Same thing!
These institutions make us feel
as if we have no worth unless we are

•

i'.

peans.

us
want to be European. We want to look
like them, talk like them, act like them,
do what they do, acquire "all that they
have;" and pathologically change
ourselves to be like them (did someone
say O.J.?).
This phenomena that plagues
African people has been created
(synthesized by Europeans) as a result
of their access to our children's minds.
Our history has and still is being
discredited. Europeans have successfully separated our minds from our
homeland (Africa). By doing this, they
make us more proud of American
history than African history. We
become patriotic in European schools.
Those same schools make African
children anti-African and therefore nonproductive to themselves. We are
striped of our communal nature and
turned into individual capitalists. All of
this is done while we attend any
European/Euro-American school - from
prekindergarten to the University level.
We are trained to fall inferior and
ashamed of our African history, while
simultaneously given a "solution" to our
problem. They fool our people into
believing that if we want to be "civilized" or "cultured" that we must
embrace European culture and denounce our own. When we do this, we
become part of the imperialistic
European collective that exploits all
people of color but especially those of
African descent throughout the world.
With the exception of Europe
and parts of Australia, the united States
of America exploits the continents of
the world and the people of color who
inhabit those continents. If you work
for an American based corporation,
chances are that you are participating in
the exploitation of African people all
over the world. The new age economics
is global, so you play in our peoples
oppression. We should think about this
the next time that we want to blame
whites for everything. Stop blaming the
white man for all your problems, blame
him for some; but not all. We should
hold ourselves accountable for our own
actions and examine what role we play
in our oppression. Once we individu- *
ally hold ourselves accountable for our
actions we can cut down on the contradictions. Remember, words without
actions equals rhetoric. The great
Marcus Garvey once said, 'You can't
tell black folks, you have to show
them." So, let's start showing ourselves
and our people what we are capable of
doing.
I
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By Julie Leslie
Women are constAfl
vii ||
Spe pf us are still enslaved,
to define themselves, their S'utyad
" 'and the way we'wear our hair has
their positions in general. We, as
nothing to do with it. We are enslaved
women continue to question whether
by fashion. This is the reason why we
we love ourselves and have other
still wear clothing made by designers,
people question our self-love. We
who publicly say that they do not want
suffer enough grief as black women.
us wearing their creations. This is why
Do we really need another sister or
we want to attain the perfect shapes and
brother telling us that we have slave
dimensions of models in magazines.
mentalities, because we perm our hair?
This is why we are in debt to Citibank,
With the many problems
American Express, and other credit
facing black people, it is unnecessary
cards.
to create more internal conflict. If one
Black women, we are all
believes that permed hair is so-called
beautiful but we must realize that no
better than natural hair, then one should
one can tell us how to live our lives.
reanalyze their beliefs. Because ones
Perming ones hair does not mean that
hair is permed does not signify insecuthey want to be white, but that they
rity or self-hatred.
have chosen to wear that style. Beauty
It is perfectly alright to wear
is both skin deep and within the eye of
your hair natural, but this decision alone the beholder. We should not be so
does not make you more Afro-centric
wrapped up in beauty images that we
than one who perms their hair. Remem- forget more important things. Remember, hair does not make the mind,
ber Black women, in our quest to love
neither wearing your hair natural, nor
one another, we must first love ourperming it will grant you self love, if
selves.
you did not already have it.

how it burns my heart to hear of the
angry comments in retaliation to the
article, "Becoming Revolutionary
Women" that appeared in the last issue
of BLACKWORLD. Sisters were and
still are defending their perms with
anger in their hearts. It would seem
almost clear that when sisters feel as
though they must "get defensive,"
towards an article that mentions getting
rid of a perm, insecurity is involved,
The article was not designed to attack
anyone. But rather, it was specifically
aimed at the industries that are economically exploiting Black women for
the lack of love so many of us have for
our natural, coiled hair. Sisters, please
do not hate me and take my words the
wrong way.
I had a pennrm and I know what
it is like to feel as though someone is
laying an insult or preaching about your
pennrm. I was always the first one to
stand up and testify that my beautiful
Egyptian ancestors used to iron their
hair. I used to say, "they did it, so how
could it be wrong if I did it?" Yet, to
our Egyptian ancestors, it was only a

lashing out against someone and
defending my perm was necessary. But
then, I found that evaluating my own
motives for chemically straightening
my hair was the real answer.
I used to believe that the perm
was a necessity. It was a sure thing.
After about three months (or sooner if
the roots had started to come in) it was
time for another chemical treatment. It
was implanted in my brain, just as it is
in so many other sisters that the perm
was an important part of Black culture.
LIES. LIES. LIES. Sisters, straight hair
is not a permanent and unremovable
part of our existence and there is
nothing to be ashamed of in having a
natural. Chemically processing our hair
is in no way a part of Black culture. As
stated before, we, Black women, define
beauty. Our beauty has been often
imitated but none of THEM can
duplicate what we have - regardless of
the money THEY spend in plastic
surgery or sun-tan lotion!
Sisters need to revolutionize
their minds and what better place to
start that, than with their hair. If we

style and that style did not have the
symbolic implications that it does in
America. Back then, I was merely using
my ancestors to outwardly justify
chemically straightening my hair.
Someone had hit my soft spot and I had
to defend myself. So sisters, I can
relate to the animosity that you may
have had and still have regarding the
article "Revolutionary Women," but
after your anger has gone away, ask
yourself WHY? Could it be true, that
you have an insecurity about yourself
and your hair? Are You secretly or
subconsciously afraid that you want
straight hair because it is epitomized as
beauty because white women have it?
Why is it that if the word "permnn" is
mentioned in a negative sense you
immediately attack the person saying it?
Often times, we feel that when
we justify ourselves in someone else's
eyes we can justify ourselves within our

could let go of the permnn and discontinue
the brainwashing of permed hair, we
would be winning a battle within
ourselves. Letting go of the perm is a
revolution within itself. In essence, we
would be telling racist America that we
no longer wish to assimilate into their
oppressive culture. We would be
showing racist America the love which
we have for our own, instead of the
concepts and images that they would
have us love. We would be proving to
ourselves that we truly love ourselves in
all aspects of the word.
To all of my beautiful Black
sisters with perms, I only ask that you
seriously think about the questions
brought up in this article. Ask yourself,
"Why do you keep holding onto the
perm?" Then, question why you feel
the need to defend it.
Peace and Love Sisters
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Notes on the lecture

"The Exploitation of the African Existence"
presented by Mr. Ira Jarrette
"If we truly understood the
levels of intellect possessed by our
people," Ira stated, then "we would be
extremely dangerous to the system. Not
only have we been manipulated through
lies written in textbooks and echoed
through the hallowed halls of so called
academia, but also through something
that is present in almost all of our
homes." Ira named television ( called
"the idiot box" by many) as the primary
medium through which we are
miseducated. He discussed how
ignorant themes are constantly presented in the " mind candy" we have
been force fed by the media. The single
most effective way to combat this
mental oppression, Ira told the crowd, is
to READ. Reading is a powerful gift
which was once denied by laws
forbidding our people to enjoy it. He
reverence to all the "sages, messiahs
encouraged us to gain knowledge
and prophets" who have inspired our
whenever and wherever we can and to
people since the dawn of time. This
broaden our horizons beyond the
aura of spirituality set the tone for what
confines of labs and lecture halls. "You
would prove to be a very enlightening
are what you know... If you know the
discussion.
streets, you're a street person; if you
The inherent sense of connecincrease your understanding of worldly
tion to the spiritual, coupled with a
issues, you'll be a worldly person. You
sense of "soul" (which other cultures
control what you are based on what you
have tried to imitate) and a culturally
learn."
centered mind state is what Ira defined
The second mode of exploitaas "The African Existence". He
tion that Ira presented was in terms of
presented four main vehicles through
politics. "In America, the powers that
which people of African descent have
be are determining our destiny literally
been manipulated: Education, Politics,
as we speak." He reminded us that the
Religion, and Economics.
names, nationalities and political
The education given to us in
affiliations imposed upon people of
our society was never intended to
color are what make unity so difficult to
encourage and nurture self- awareness
achieve. In America alone, he stated,
amongst people of color. Ira asserted
people of color could literally "sway
that the original aim of "state conelections" if they would only unite. "If
trolled, mandated education" was
we all put forth a mass effort to gain
merely to encourage patriotism, and
assimilate us into a system that has been control politically, it would prove
devastating to the system." He also
exploiting us for centuries. As a result,
reminded us of the sad reality that,
we have been taught to deny our past.
Ira went on to remind us of the phenom- throughout history, the few strong
individuals who have tried to question
enal achievements of ancient people of
the government (not only in America
color such as the Egyptians; whose
but globally) were "exiled, killed, or
knowledge of mathematics and the
discredited ." (Mention of this dim
sciences baffles us to this very day.

By Lisa Tokunboh Sarumi
Webster's Dictionary defines
the word exploitation as follows: "to
take advantageof; to take to account; to
make unethicaluse offor one's own
advantageand profit." Unfortunately,
this concept of exploitation has defined
the plight of people of color throughout
the world. As the victims of this abuse,
we (primarily those of African ancestry) have been robbed of our land,
resources and many aspects of our
cultural heritage. On February 8,1997,
Ira Jarette, a USB alumni, gave us his
interpretation on this aspect of our
struggle in a presentation entitled: " The
Exploitation of the African Existence"
Ira opened the program by
giving thanks for divine intervention
and by acknowledging and giving

reality brought certain names to my
mind: Malcolm, Martin, Lumumba,
Pratt, Abu-Jammal, Garvey, Mandela..
to name a few.) Ira also reminded us not
to assume that the few people of color
who have attained some political clout
in this country will automatically have
our best interests in mind. Electing a
small number of African, Hispanic and
Asian Americans to office is far from a
solution to our problems. "The first
step to combating political exploitation
is to educate ourselves and to liberate
ourselves. If we combine our efforts
and become self-sovreign, we can and
will begin to gain control of our
political future."
The next type of exploitation
that Ira presented to the audience was
religion. He named religion as possibly
the single most powerful and widely
used tool of oppression and exploitation
that people of color have faced. When
the belief system of a people is manipulated, they become most vulnerable to
mind control and domination. Ira
mentioned some disturbing facts that
everyone in attendance knew all too
well: The misinterpretation and
inappropriate use of the Bible as a
means to mentally oppress thousands of
African Americans during slavery. He
described how the oppressors utilized
one of the most sacred aspects of our
being, our spirituality, for their own
gain. Also mentioned, was the loss of
emphasis on spirituality that we have
experienced as a result of such manipulation. People of color come from a
culture in which the emphasis was on
elevation to a higher level, achieving
"oneness" with nature and a higher
power that focused on the spiritual,
rather than the physical. He went on to
mentioned that particularly in American
society, people of color have been
conditioned the think analytically, rather
than instinctively relying on our "life
force" for guidance. To undo the
damage, Ira advised us to read and
study scriptures other than the ones that
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our individual denominations may
dictate. This will lead to a better
understanding of our own belief system.
Jarrette also reiterated the importance of
simplifying our lives and turning away
from material possessions.
The last, and probably the
most disturbing aspect of the exploitation that Ira brought forth was in terms
of economics. "In the past, we have
been manipulated and used as a mere
commodity in the only economic
system in the world that has ever
enjoyed 400 years of free labor at the
expense of thousands of African lives.
America comprises only 6% of t.he
world's population; yet, it utilizes over
40% of the global resources. "This
nation, is literally living on the wealth
of other nations. The American economic system has exploited people of
color throughout the world for their
labor and has controlled the systems in
these nations for its own selfish gain."
In terms of our own economy, Ira
reminded us of the sad truth called
capitalism. 'We have assimilated into
a culture of spending. We have lost our
sense of cooperation and collective use
of resources (which was once central to
our culture) and have learned to
embrace the selfishness of materialism."
Ira encouraged us to look at ourselves
and at our own spending habits that are
driven by an obsession with clothing,
money and "so called success."
In closing, Ira Jarrette challenged us to reclaim our sense of
community and dedication to the "good
of the village." He also reminded us
that we must be willing to struggle and
sacrifice for our success and not expect
it to come easily. Through this deep,
enlightening, and informative discussion, Ira reminded us of the problems
that have historically plagued people of
color. He presented thought provoking
ideas that enabled us all to come away
from the UCC with a better understanding of our plight and a willingness to
change it.
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hbe creative arts section features poetry, short stories, book reviews,
music reviews, on and off campus event reviews and movie reviews, all
submissions can be delivered to the BEfC'KWORID office, room
072 in the union basement. submissions can also be delivered to the
polity suite, room 258 in the student union.
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AT CAMPUS LIFETIME

As Kiara walked to the
this F I N E looking brother on the
change in Kiara.
other side of the room broke into
Union, she knew that this semester
train out to Brooklyn. He lives on
Jaleel sat across the room
the girls conversation. Tanya
would be a good one for her. She
Long Island in Uniondale. So
on the platform with his boys. He
looked around and spotted Jaleel' s
had broken out of her shell someanyway, he was gorgeous. He was
had noticed Kiara the moment she
waving arm. Turning to Kiara sh
what and no longer was she a
brown skin and diesel and had lips
entered the room. He was wondersaid, as she rose from the table,
'freshman'. She had one semester
made for kissing, everywhere!"
ing why he had never noticed her
"Adonis wants me." Walking up to
of Stony Brook under her belt and
Tanya, being the gossip lover that
before and thinking of a way to get
the table Tanya said to Jaleel, "Why
was feeling like a 'ole head.' Her
she was, hung on Kiara's every
next to her. Now Jaleel was a
you screaming out my name in th,e
fresh new hairstyle gave her
word, probing for more info, "So
brother who had girls lining up to
Bleacher club boy!" Ignoring hei
confidence, the spirals that griped
did you get the digits?" With a
talk to him. He was a sweet
comment he asked, " Who's your
friend?" Looking back, Tanya
chocolate brother with fine shoulsatisfied smirk Kiara said, "Oh
and curled her soft natural hair so
tightly made her feel like she had
yeah I got more than the digits, I
der length dreads. The fine
asked, "Who Kiara?" " Yeah
the world wrapped around her
got seven numbers and nine
Africaness of his complexion
what's up, she got a man?" "No,"
finger.
inches." Both girls laughed hyscontrasted deeply with his finely
Tanya answered hesitantly, wondierAs she entered the Union,
terically. "So what's up, you got a
chiseled European features. His
ing what Jaleel's intent was towa rds
the hubbub of campus lifetime
man now?", Tanya asked, sounding
lips were all African, full and full
her friend. "So hook it up!" "I
noise hit her like a ton of bricks,
a little envious. "No, it was just
of promises of good loving. To top have to find out if she's intereste d,
She had forgotten how loud and
sex. I mean we're still friends but I it off, he had muscles bulging out
I'll try to get the number for you.
intense this time of day could be.
can't see myself talking to him,
all over his six foot, six inch frame. Tanya said as she turned to walk
But she was happy because no
he's not 'husband' material."
From his arms down to his bowed
back to where Kiara was sitting.
longer did she have to suffer the
Tanya leaned back shaking
legs. The sight of Jaleel made girls She could hardly keep herself fro m
dagger-like stares of upper-class
her head in disbelief, "So girlfriend legs follow a mind of their own,
running back to the table. "Girl,
girls, envying her; her beautiful
got that ass tapped. I knew that
and usually that mind told them to
Jaleel likes you and he wants you r
copper skin, her natural hair , her
would make you change girl." The
open. So factoring all of this,
number." A little shocked, Kiara
petite yet volupt u.~dy
i
w
idea
Ja.l
1aal..y..
rised andtrigu........... rep..
'So what's u P,
good looks. T.W" pring sen
&. ' Kbck and 0hJred bWfriend,
ii
tt he'iad not yet bles4 .this i|"Aew. hoi• ••give lto hixp?" Tanya
had brought a sh batch
ea
d
ew
is good lI .t
aske.
npatie
.her eagerness
victims. As sh ided tQ
• iiirstylust
it.
ra'
aihan• :ike w) dat?" Mike kpd
maki
her body
e with ener gy.
Bleacher Club, she
itone
'
hael eye sat ix.a heart
around 1* om to s. wherl
Afteiiuch dei.ition, Kiara
her home girls, Tanya. "What's up
shaped face that was circled by her best friend was pointing. "O you
consented, "sure why not, I'm a
girl?", Kiara shouted. Tanya
new Nubian Twists. Her lips were
mean Kiara, you know her. We had
new girl now." Tanya needed to
replied emphatically, "oh s**t!
full and pouting invitingly, daring
Psych together." Jaleel's eyebrows
hear no more, she leapt out of he r
Kiara that's you? You're hair is the to be kissed. She was dressed in
went up in surprise, "You mean the
seat and over to Jaleel's table. "46bomb, I didn't even recognize you." the latest fashion and her silver
herb chick with the booming body!" 5555, and call anytime." Jaleel
Tanya and Kiara walked
jewelry made her look very stylish.
"Same one," said Mike, "Ain't that
smiled at Kiara as their eyes mad e
towards Bleachers and found a
Tanya thought as she looked at
Tanya she wit.?" asked Jaleel.
four, thinking how exciting this
table next to the entrance. Kiara
Kiara, 'Far cry from the frumpy
Without waiting for an answer, he
new conquest was going to be an d
began telling Tanya about interceslittle freshman I met.' But Tanya
yelled across the room, "Yo Tanya,
hoping that there would be at lea st
sion and how she broke out of her
wasn't the only one that noticed the come here." The yell from the
a challenge.
shell. "Girl let me tell you, I met
TO BE CONTINUED...
e

Rh thm of Love
Their relationship is like an out as it floats through the window,
across the cold floor toward Rayna.
of print jazz album - very rare and more Normally, Rayna would be cold because Placing his arms around her waist from
appreciated as time passes. It has the
her t-shirt only comes down to the curve behind while simultaneously pressing
power and emotion of a John Coltrane
at the bottom of her cheeks. Today,
his unclothed body close to hers,
saxophone solo and the delightful,
however, her burning thoughts are
Rodrick softly kisses the back of her
almost playful nuance found in an Ella
oblivious to the environment,
neck, then softly asks his question
Fitzgerald phrase. Their love affair
"What are you doing? Freezing again,"What's wrong Ray?"
seems antiquated by todays colorized,
me to death?"
Reluctantly turning to face the
virtual reality standard. Rayna and
"Oh, hi baby. I didn't mean to
man she loves, Rayna reaches around
Rodrick share a unique and intimate
wake you."
Rodrick and places her petite hands
rhythm in their hearts.
"What's wrong with you?
behind his head. Gently pulling his face
When Rodrick wakes up, the
Why do you have that window open?
down while slightly tip-toeing, Rayna
first thing he sees is the blur of red.
Can't sleep?"
firmly, yet passionately touches her lips
digits on the alarm clock. Aft¢•lew
"Nothing's wron.ggJjst felt
to his. She then r. ".ja hollow sigh .
seconds of rubbing his eyes...th his
like getting sonmfe-M aiand begins to spefi* "U r my,~fflt
thumb and index finger, Rrick
c ows tter
to .i pspital
h last
I w•
calibrates his vision. It's
5:00 am" ..
y
ding
ay home, I d an ac
an.."
he thinks to himself. Withou ••
"
ears b0fAa0
dhert m
hi,
by
"Are yd O.K. babydiht
he stretches his relaxed arm toward the
they've been engaged and living
happened. How! Is there anything
other side of the brass bed. He is
together for almost a year and their
hurting you? Why didn't you..."
startled when he doesn't touch the
souls have talked to each other for an
"I'mfine," Rayna sternly
warm body of his fiance. After looking
eternity. Whenever she says "nothing," injects. She sighs again, only this time it
around the room, his torso springs to a
it usually means "something."
has urgency and purpose. Now staring
half sitting position like a jack-in-theWhile Rayna remains detached down into the floor, she continues,
box.
at the window, Rodrick impatiently
"your car is totaled."
On the other side of the
scans the hardwood floor for his robe.
"You sure you're O.K.? Did
bedroom,standing by the open window
Spotting the blue terry-cloth recklessly
you go back to the hospital and get
Rayna drowns in her own thoughts as
balled up in the comer by the bathroom, checked out? I mean, even if you feel
she watches the jagged rocks repeatedly he decides against wearing it. Then,
fine at the time, it's still a good idea to
reject the embrace of the morning
turning back the comforter, Rodrick
go to the Emergency room. A few years
waves. The ocean air is cool and biting
slides out of bed and begins to walk

ago my aunt was in a wreck and she.
"Did you hear what I said?"
Rayna hysterically interrupts. "Your car
is crushed like a sheet of paper in the
trash can!" No longer in control,the
emotions that she had been fighting
finally prevail and a flow of tears wa sh
down her high, copper-colored cheek
bones.
The intruding sound of the
ocean cascades into the silence of the ir
bedroom. Now realizing what the
'nothing" was, Rodrick begins to ge
e of those stupid, Wyle E. Coyote
o^p ing a new ACME package smil Ds
o°
se. He then affectionately
c
his lover's wet face and star es
i t
thirough the windows to her
soul. Still smiling, Rodrick whispers, "I
love you more than anything baby."
No more words are spoken. As
he seductively kisses her fears away,
Rodrick slowly helps Rayna ease her tshirt over her head. Instantly, the yoiung
couple begin to make music in each
other's open arms. The rising passio n
of their love breaks the sound of the tide
and the only thing that Rayna and
Rodrick now hear in the bedroom is
their own intimate, rhythm of love.
..
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Shrouded Security
In your white world,
I stand out.
A dark smudge,
in a sea of light.
In your language,
purity and innocence is white.
I am dark and sinister.
Blackmail, Blackball, Blackheart.

(post-valentine's day sentiments)
why does love's torment
feel so singular when its
cruelty is shared?

- dl hartley

In the afterlife, you say,
all this will change.
Do you know, how right you are?
Then my blackness will shield me,
from the anger of your God.
In the darkness of eternity,
I will escape his wrath.
Eyes closed, mouth shut,
I will blend in.
No pop eyes or huge grin,
not this time boss.

The Shade Game
What has become of you ?

Iused to know you quite well

You used to speak when spoken to

Now Your voice is trapped ina shell
I was a phone call away when you needed me
A bond did indeed exist
Now you pass by as if you can't see me
But your stare is hard to resist

As your God grabs those,
who have pissed him off,
he will grab those he sees.
The first to be condemned.
You will glow and shine,
against the ebony of forever.
Then your angry god,
will pluck you, and judge.
And me, eyes closed,

Your playing a game we have both played before
We knew the results, we both knew the score
We vowed not to engage, We called it "a bore"
I choose not to play it. I won't play it anymore!

Don't blame me for what you are not

Blame me because I've found what you've lost

Don't blame me because your green eye will rot
But keep on blaming me! It's keeping me inyour
thoughts.i

mouth shut, I'll stay hidden,

Joyal Miasia McNeil
---

and camouflaged, forever.
Safe in my blackness.

Neve Aqain

- Donald W. Willis

Never again wiLL I open up
share my ThoughTs

What to do when apologies are no longer accepted;
When saying sorry doesn't sound as sincere as it used

my intmaciess
Leave myselF bepenseless
againstshaTrexing blows

to

When telling the truth still sounds like a lie.

op echoing harshness
Never again wiLL I paLL in love

What do you do when you miss someone so much
it hurts to hear the name or to think of what
used to be there;
but now it's all gone; taken away.
Gone, like a sweet fantasy, when reality comes
through.
Gone, taken away, simply because you weren't worth at the time being.
hen you're ready, will there be someone to go to?
Someone who would actually wait for you?
REALITY iscoming, and you are left with a vivid
memory of what was
or could have been.
Whereas you, You become a faded and passing
memory that is
disintegrating as days come and go.
Then it hits;
Good-bye, meant FOREVER.

give my heaRT
To be rnppea apaRT
by Teaxing blades
op ReLenTLess RepeTinon

NeveR aqian wiLL I shaRe my pain
The unwashable stains
pFomv now on I'lL Repixain

Fpow seeking TO gain
a panmeI, a pRienc, a lover
Nevex again wiLL I speak
beR name po I1am ashamwe
FRom This wounb I will never RecoveR.

--- Nancy Morbeth
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Your Voice, Our Voices
What is Black Love to you
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dia Peets: Junior,Social Welfare
jor. To me, black love, when referg to relationships,means that each
rtner respects and honors their relanship. It means recognizing that the
?you love is someone you can deid on and trust in a time of need.
e two most important qualities of
:ck love is honoring the commitment
t you share with that one special
rson and making that bond between
and your partnerstrong enough to
hstand anything.

Nakeisha Vernon: Junior,Sociolo
major. Black love is something th
our community needs more of.

V7
Monica Jefferson: Sophomore,
Psychology major. Black love is
made up of many things. Love for

myself, for I am a black woman.
Love for my sisters and brothers,
for they are black people. Love
for my man, for he is my king and
I will forever be his queen. Love
for all my black people for in the
end we are all one in the same Beautiful Powerful Black People.
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Dameon Ming: Junior,AMS major.
Black love is self love. It is also the
attractionbetween two people of color.
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By Roberto Augustus Gayle
The pertinent factor to responsible, respectable and long lasting
loveships is an understanding of the
forces that be in our society; unfiltered
communication and effective follow up
by couples. The ability to talk about
problems before fighting begins is the
sign of mature people who have some
understanding of the complexity of life.
Black couples must understand that
Black Love in this society is much more
than a commitment between two
people; it is also the realization that
there are political, economical, historical, racial, familial, and emotional
forces impacting upon that loveship.
Most Black men in America
are afraid of strong, intelligent, independent, and self-reliant African American
women. If a Black woman has such
traits and is beautiful too, her problems
with men will double. So-called plain
women, or women who dress down, are
more acceptable under certain circumstances, because they are viewed as less
of a threat than the more physically
endowed women with whom most men
would want to have a sexually based
orientation with. In short, men are.
frightened by the intelligence of these
women but highly tempted by their

beauty.
The fear of women that exists
among many Black men runs deep and
often goes unspoken. This fpar is
cultural. Most men are introduced to
members of the opposite sex in a
superficial manner, and seldom do we
see a more in depth or informed
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- -- --- -.-understanding of them. Man's first
view of women is as mother and maybe
later sister, aunt, grandmother, and
finally as lover. In a great percentage of
a man's life he sees women as
babysitters, cooks, house cleaners, day
workers, nurses, waitresses, sales
women, preschool and elementary
teachers, and any number of other "care
giving" occupations defined as
women's work. It is not necessarily the
service that these occupations offer that
restrict women; rather, it is the value
attached to the occupations that is
demoralizing and restrictive. Generally,
men in comparable occupations, such as
long distance truck drivers or garbage
collectors, make almost twice the salary
of preschool or elementary teachers.
Which jobs are most important? Black
women have it rough all over the world.
Men must become informed listeners.
The hope and future of African American family life rides on the strength of
Black loveships. Black men must
become proponents, perpetuators,
actualizers and cheerleaders for solid
Black loveships, or enlightened
partnerships. I'd like to offer some
guidelines:
*Always listen to your partner. Often
this listening needs to be done at times
when you least want to. But try to put
yourself into her space and open your
ears and mind to the destruction or
beauty in her day.
*Reciprocity: Be on the giving side.
Even though it is natural to expect kind
actions, do not measure your love-
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moves solely on hers. Never forget
important days such as birthdays,
anniversaries, the days she gave birth to
your children, etc. Develop a sharing
mode with your loved ones.
*Always make her feel special. Never
take your loveship for granted. Never
tire of saying 'Thank You," 'I love
You," and 'I'm really lucky to be with
you." Think of original ways of
displaying your love for her.
*Involve yourself in all aspects of
housework. Especially if both partners
are working, they need to sit down and
divide the cleaning and maintenance of
the home. Housework is not women's
work; it's just dirty work that men
evaded and redefined as women's work.
*Be involved in the birth of your
children. Study the birthing process.
Once the child is born, be involved in
the parenting beyond picking up the
baby and kissing him or her.
*Involve your partner in all important
and not so important decisions. Even if
she does not seem to be interested involve her. Building a life together
requires few secrets and input from all.
Most women are socialized to leave all
important decisions to daddy.
*Encourage your love mate to improve
herself. Help make time for her to
pursue her interests outside of the home.
Create an atmosphere in the home that
will encourage her to reach for her
dreams.
*Try to keep some excitement in her
life. Do special things for her , espe-
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cially when they are least expected
such as trips, gifts, letters, and poetry
written to her, etc,
*Make sure she has her own space and
time. Her life need not be built around
yours. Both of you must move as a
family that is still aware of individual
needs. Encourage her to excel in
whatever areas are important to her.
For the family to have meaning, there
must be meaning beyond the family.
*Accept the blame for your own
imperfections and try to change for the
better. This can be done through study
and renewed practice.
Remember, the deepest hurt is
inflicted by lovers. To remain lovers is
hard work. It is not natural. Everything
grows old. The key to beautiful
tomorrows is involvement in a loveship
that ages gracefully. We are bound to
make mistakes in our loveships. The
key is to learn from them: If Black
women do not love, there is no love. As
the Black women go, so go the people.
Stopping the Black women stops the
future. If Black do not love, strength
disconnects, families sicken and growth
is questionable.
NOTE: THE PRECEDING WORDS
MEAN ABSOLUTELY NOTHING IF
NOT HONESTLY EXECUTED IN
OUR DAY TO DAY FUNCTIONS
WITH REGULARITY AS BREATHING , EATING AND SLEEPING ARE
DONE.

ALL LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
SHOULD BE ADDRESSED AS
SUCH. LETTERS MAY BE EDITED
TO PRESERVE CLARITY. SUBMIT
ANY AND ALL LETTERS TO:
BLACKWORLD NEWSPAPER
ROOM 072
STUDENT UNION BASEMENT
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we Lecause They nevez un3ezSTani 3Lack L.ove is BLack

weaLTh anO They'Ll pRolably
TaLk abouT wy a)Z3 chiitho0i
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The whie I was Quire happy.
Nikki Giovanni
Fyo
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LEAPS AND BOUNDS
BLACKWORLD SPORTS

S enior Profile:
Frank Colon
Men's Baseball
Frank Colon is the
Seawolves starting catcher.
Frank has enjoyed a very productive 4-year athletic career here at
USB. Last year, Frank displayed
his athletic diversity by also
playing first base on occasion.
He batted.315 and was third on
the team in RBI's with 32. His
fielding percentage was .996 and
he gunned down nearly 48% of
runners trying to steal. His
durability was evident by his
team tying 41 games played.
Frank is an English major
who is graduating this year.

After his athletic career here,
Frank would like to some day
play baseball on the next level.
But his "back up" plans include
an interest in pursuing a career in
communications or broadcasting.
Frank is originally from the
South Bronx and attended South
Bronx High School.
BLACKWORLD would like to
salute this outstanding Puerto
Rican brother for his contributions at Stony Brook and wish
him continued success in the
future.

Stony Brook Athletics Week In Review (Feb. 25)
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
(D-ll, New England Collegiate Conference)
Record: (10-17, 6-12 NECC)
Last week: lost 54-59 vs. Albany (V1 8); won 73-63 at Sacred Heart (2/20); lost 48-50 vs.
Franklin Pierce at NECC quarterfinals in Albany (2/23).
This week: season complete.
Donna Fennessy (Jr., Wantagh, NY) scored in double figures in the final three games of the
season. Donna hit for 10 poinls at home to Albany and tallied 17 points as the Seawolves
clinched a playoff berth with the win over Sacred Heart. In the NECC playoff game against
Franklin Pierce, Donna finished with a season-high 18 points in the loss.
Amy DeMasi (Sr., Hauppauge, NY) registered a career-high 26 points and seven rebounds
to help secure a playoff berth versus Sacred Heart.
Jackie Byrne (Fr., Northport, NY) scored a team-high 14 points and had four assists in loss
to Albany.
Ysa Bogle (So., Greenlawn, NY) made several key plays down the stretch to rally Stony
Brook against Pierce. Ysa finished with nine points and four rebounds.
MEN'S INDOOR TRACK
(D-ll, New England Collegiate Conference)
Last week: competed at Metropolitan Track Championships (2/21).
This week: at ECAC Championships. Mar. 1-2, 5:00 p.m.
Greg Lewis (Sr., Kings Park, NY) threw the 35 lb. weight 46' 1 1/2".
Week In Review continues on the next page
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MEN'S BASKETBALL
(D-ll, New England Collegiate Conference)
Record: (10-16, 6-12 NECC)
Last week: lost 60-77 vs. Albany (2/18); lost 60-65 at Sacred Hcart (2/20); lost 69-80 vs.
Southern Connecticut at NECC quarterlinals in Albany (2123).
This week: season complete.

Larry Gibson (Jr., Far Rockaway, NY) notched 17 points, six assists and three steals in

NECC quarterfinal game and scored a team-high 15 points in loss to Albany earlier in the
week.
Brian Hennessy (Sr., Oceanside, NY) scored game-high 24 points in tying a school record b)Y
hitting eight three-pointers in the NECC quarterfinal loss to Southers Connecticut. Netted 20
vs. sacred heart Sacred Heart and 13 points against Albany.
Neil Edwards (So., New York, NY) finished the season by scoring in double figures in his
last four games. Last week, Neil scored 14 versus Albany, 14 at Sacred Heart and tallied 18
points. five rebounds and four blocks in the NECC quarterfinal game against Southern Connecticut.

WOMEN'S INDOOR TRACK
(D-ll, New England Collegiate Conference)
Last week: competed at Metropohtan Track Champlonships.
This week: at ECAC Championships, Mar. 1-2, 5:00 p.m.

Natalia Brown (Sr., New Rochelle, NY) had a toss of 37 1/2" in the shot put.
Jessica Gammell (Fr., Hampton Bays, NY) finished the 200 meter run in a time of 29.79.
ATHLETE OF THE WEEK: Brian Hennessy
Men's Basketball * Sr. * Oceanside, NY Brian broke his own personal record and tied a
school record by draining eight three-pointers in the NECC quarterfinal match-up against
Southern Connecticut. That performance followed a 20-point effort against Sacred Heart

(six three-pointers) and a 13 point finish versus Albany.

Black Athletes of the Past
Born in Silver, South Carolina but raised in Harlem, Althea Gibson's heroic, trailblazing efforts to integrate
professional tennis during the late 1940's and early 1950's compare only to Jackie Robinson's breakthrough in
professional baseball.
On the tennis court, the tall and svelte Gibson was the personification of grace and style. As a teen, she
won the New York State Negro Girls Singles Championship in 1943. Then, after receiving some professional
coaching for the first time in her life at the Cosmopolitan Tennis Club, Gibson went on to win the National Negro
Girls Singles Championship in 1945 and 1946. From here, Gibson went on to dominate the all Black, American
Tennis Association. However, she longed for the opportunity to face the stronger competition of the all-white and
invitation only, U.S. Lawn Tennis Association.
In July of 1950, her perseverance finally paid off and Gibson became the first Black to compete in the U.S.
Championships at Forrest Hills. With her foot now in the door, Gibson traveled the professional women's tennis
circuit all alone. She was tolerated but never embraced. Gibson endured racial bigotry of all types and on occasion even suffered through the indignity of being "examined" tosee if she was not a man before beingallowed to
play in a tournament. For six years, Althea Gibson never won a tournament. To help support herself, she took
small show business roles, recorded an album and wrote a book, I Always Wanted to be Somebody.
Then, in 1956, Gibson exploded and dominated women's professional tennis for the next few years like no
other woman had previously done. She won a Grand Slam title in 1956, back-to-back Wimbledon titles in 57 &
58, and back-to-back U.S. Lawn Tennis Association Championships in 57 & 58. However, the endorsements and
sponsorships that are awarded to the successful Black female athletes of today,.like Jackie Joyner-Kearsey and
Lisa Leslie, were unheard of in Gibson's lifetime. So, in spite of being the first Black to gain top honors in professional tennis and pave the way for future Black tennis stars like Author Ashe and Zina Garrison, Althea Gibson
was unable to make a living playing the sport she loved. As a result, Gibson was forced to pursue other jobs in
teaching, acting and even a brief engagement as the Harlem Globetrotters opening act.
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